
Viper RS-V121 Motorbike Helmet – Visor Removal and Refitting – How to

The Viper RS-V121 Flip Front Motorcycle Helmet has a lot going for it, but when it comes to instructions on how 
to dismantle/replace parts they are virtually non-existent.  If you want to replace or remove the visor for cleaning 
it seems nigh on impossible without wrecking something.  Anyway it is possible and this guide explains how.  

WARNINGS

Your motorcycle helmet is a safety critical piece of kit.  Read understand and follow all the safety instructions 
which came with your helmet.  If you are not sure what you are doing, please take your helmet to your supplier 
and get their assistance.

Whilst these instructions worked with my own Viper RS-V121 helmet, manufacturers can and do make 
design changes from time to time, which may mean that this guide may not work for your helmet.  If you 
choose to follow these instructions you do so entirely at your own risk.  I have no idea whether these 
instructions will work for other Viper Helmet models.

Before you start please read the General Hints listed at the end.

If you find this guide useful please feel free to share it.

GOOD LUCK & RIDE SAFE.

PROCESS

Step 1 – Comandeer a suitable workspace

As usual I found the kitchen table has plenty of room, good lighting and offers an ideal working height.  You 
may want to cover it with a clean cloth to reduce the possibility of scratching the helmet, the visor or its 
components.



Step 2 – Assemble tools

You will need a pair of long nose pliers – a cranked nose pair is the best option;
Small, medium and large flat blade screwdrivers;
A small cross head screwdriver
A small or medium size plastic spatular or steel scraper
Optional - A helmet & Visor cleaning and sanitising kit with visor cleaning cloths

Step 3 – Remove the inner cheek padding

Place the helmet on the table with the Flip lid fully open.

Reach inside and carefully remove the left cheek lining padding from the helmet.  Its held at the front by two 
very strong popper fasteners and at the rear with velcro.  The velcro fitted end will pull free from the shell with a 
strong tug.  However the poppers hold the front very firmly.  If the poppers won’t pop – then carefully tug the 
lining clear of the shell enough to insert a screw driver and the spatular/scraper between the lining and the 
shell.  Then carefully lever with a screwdriver close to the popper using the spatular/scraper to spread the load.  
The photo below shows the padding with poppers you have to release.

On the left cheek pad only, you will also need to carefully pull out the small microphone which is located inside 
the cheek lining.

Remove the right cheek lining in the same way



Step 4 – Remove the outer shell Hinge cover strip

Two views of the silver bit which we need to remove

The inside looks like this This is the outside

Once you have removed the left and right cheek linings, lift up the black padding to see two of the fastenings 
which hold the hinge cover strip to the shell.  

You need to free the 2 tabs which loop around the 
bottom edge of the hinge cover strip

The plastic is quite soft so it will pull free with a gentle 
tug.

And the metal spring clip poking through the shell 
which you can see just above the poppers. Some 
straightening with pliers may be needed.

Locate the two remaining fastening points attaching the hinge cover strip to the shell.  Carefully pull the cover 
strip from the shell.  If you need to lever the spring clip free, use a plastic spatular/scraper to spread the load 
and protect shell from damage, whilst levering the cover strip away from the shell with a broad screwdriver. It is 
held in place quite firmly.

Remove the other hinge cover strip in the same manner.

Step 5 – Observe the Visor hinge mechanism

Take time NOW to examine closely the exposed plastic clip holding the visor in place.

This is what it looks like assembled. Note the long red tab shows the latch is in the locked position 

Its basically the same on both sides.



Step 6 – Remove the Visor hinge latch mechanism

Pull the red latch outwards to move past the stop.  
Rotate it until it reaches the open position and the tab 
should then lift off

Free the Visor and retrieve the inner part of the locking 
mechanism 

Repeat on the other side

Thoroughly clean everything – whilst you have easy access.

Step 7 – Reinstating the visor

Place the visor over the central hub, then fit the inner 
locking tab onto the hub – the elongated holes need to line 
up

Insert the outer locking tab 
The locking tab can only pass through the wide bit 
of the slot

and then rotate to its locked position

From here on it is basically a case of reversing the dismantling process but you should note the following:



Step 8 – Reinstating the hinge cover plate

Take care to align the plastic tab with the hole in the 
shell, carefully locate spring clips in the slots in the 
shell, and then press the hinge cover strip firmly into 
place

This photo shows where the clips and tabs spear 
through the shell.

Before reinstating the cheek padding check the latch mechanism works fine, don’t forget to reinstate the 
microphone in the left cheek pad.

FINALLY - STEP 9 - Carry out a comprehensive Safety Check before using your helmet

CHECK EVERYTHING & TEST EVERYTHING

Carry out a careful visual inspection.  Does everything look like it is installed properly?  (compare with the 
photos you took earlier – if something looks wrong it probably is wrong.
Check the flip latch shuts securely and opens normally;
Check the internal visor opens and shuts correctly;
Check the front vent opens and shuts correctly;
Check the top vent slides open and shut correctly;
Check all the padding is correctly reinstated and that the speaker and microphone wires are correctly located 
behind the cheek lining pads.
Finally establish a bluetooth connection and test the speakers & microphone.

With luck everything will check out fine.  If not carefully dismantle as necessary and make sure you get it right 
next time.

Hope that Helps

GENERAL HINTS

Although not an essential part of the process I often find it is really worthwhile taking digital photos as you 
proceed to provide you with a guide to ensure you put things back where they came from.  This can be really 
valuable if you need to order parts and you only get around to reassembly several weeks later.

Be methodical about where you store the parts you remove to ensure the stuff from the left side ends up going 
back on the left etc.

Clean and inspect each item as you remove it, to identify any parts which may need replacement.  

Whilst your helmet is partially dismantled, many elements like the lining cheek pads will be a lot easier to clean 
than when it is fully reassembled.  So its worth cleaning bits as you get access to them.  That way they are 
clean and ready to reinstate straight away.



Hein Gericke stores sell a very good Shift-it kit which I found is ideal for refreshing your helmet.  The visor 
cleanser works well and can even polish out minor scuff marks.  The special lint free cloths leave the visor clear 
and streak free.  The antifog stystem works but I really only bother using it when I plan an early start especially 
when its cold or damp.  Most times it is not needed.  The sanitizer foam needs to be used regularly if you want 
to keep the linings clean and fresh.  After use the residual smell is reasonably pleasant.


